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A smooth curve, drawn ovei the ])l(^ ts of nut leaf binding eneigy against mass 
number, is likely to be fitted in by ti number of relationships with four or 
mure variable parameters and corresponding adjustable constants. A theore- 
tical significance given to the paiaineters, in any of these possible relation­
ships, would not nccossarily imply that the inteipi'etation should be valid. This 
is all the more true when the experimental points lie scattered about the moan 
graph.
It is, therefore, more reasonable to be guided by the binding energy data, 
in an attempt to find a suitable relation for nuclear energy. It may be observed 
that in the usual Bethe-Weiszacker relation, the term denoting the binding energy 
per nucleon becomes inflated to a value of the order of —17 mev. per nucleon, 
in place of the maximum experimental value of —8.794 mev per nucleon, in 
the region near mass number 60, at mass number 62, This will be seen from the 
nuclear mass table of Everling et al. (I960). This inflation was necessary 
to countoiact the effect of the other terms considered in the relation. It has 
been further noted that the binding energies for other mass numbers decrease 
on both sides of the region of maximum, in terms of the square of the mass number 
deviation, with only one adjustable constant associated with it. To make a closer 
fit with the large amount of binding energy data slight adjustments of the maxi­
mum binding energy and the corresponding mass number are helpful and we obtain.
=  ^ ,7 2 8 A + a (il—63.5)^  mev., where a =  9,181x10”^
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This is transformed to
i ? - r  ( ™ 9.893^ H 37.0); 1-9.J SJ x  10“^^, in mev. units.
TJie first part in the transfoiiiied j’olation signifies the usual binding energy jicr 
nucleon. The second term is the disruption energy, increasing projiortionally 
Avith the square of the mass number. Tlie constant term in the first part 
signifies that tlie nuclear binding energy of this character Avould come into 
operation only with nuelo/liavmg larger mass number than 3.7/5 lor which E  is 
zero, j.e. from mass number 4.
The relationship obtains the binding cneigics of all the 1000 nuclei, from 
carbon {Z — 0) to Ferinium {Z — 100), tabulated liy Everling, ei al. with an 
average fluctuation of less than i 3  mev., for any mass number. A few nuoloi 
which have larger deviation in binding energy from the moan value for a mass 
number, obtain deviations of the order of J^ l^Oniov. Magnitudes of deviations 
calculated by Bethe-Weiszacker relation (l)utta at al. 1902) are generally much 
larger.
It appears that the fluctuations also can be expressed in terms of suitable 
additional or modified terms w’hich arc neeossarily functions of N and Z. This 
will be attempted in a more detail papei' with co-workers. *
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